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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY ON THE BI-MONTHLY INTERNAL SAFETY AUDIT OF 

RAMAGUNDAM STATION OF SECUNDERABAD DIVISION FOR THE PERIOD 

SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER 2013 

S. 
No. 

Para Subject / Topic Action for 
rectification  

1 2.3 RGPM: Dy.SS was found without electrical competency 
certificate which is in violation of SR 17.09.1.3. also, 
noticed that the Pointsman working at the station are not in 
possession of the same which is mandatory as per 
Amendment Slip No. 24 to ACTM. 
 

DRM 
Sr.DOM 

Sr.DEE/TRD 

2 2.5 RGPM – Weather Warning Register:  
Record was perused and seen that the last weather warning 
message recorded in the register was on 3.10.2013 whereas 
the SCOR record says that the last message was 
received and repeated at 16.00 hours of 23.10.2013. 
 

DRM 
Sr.DOM 
Sr.DSO 

3 2.6 Ambush Checks conducted at RGPM: 
UP Home Signal was not taken ‘off’ for UP 12295 
Sanghamitra Express; instead the train was received by 
taking ‘off’ Calling-ON signal to test the working 
knowledge of the LP/ALP and the efficacy of the signal. 
Following observations were made; 

 

 Though the train was stopped in the calling-on zone, 
the SM did not get buzzer which is essential.  

 Time delay circuit is not reduced to 60 seconds from 
the earlier 120 seconds as per amended IRSEM 
guidelines.  

 Guard Sri. Pratap Kumar, BZA Depot of SC Division 
who was working the train was without LED-based HS 
lamp which is very much essential to work the train. 
He has used the HS lamp in lieu of defective flashing 
tail lamp from WL station. In this connection, it is the 
primary duty of the Guard to serve a memo to SM of 
the station where the flashing tail lamp was found 
defective; and get a fresh tail lamp instead of 
working an express train without HS lamp. Station 
Staff and LP/ALP are also not bothered to ensure 
the same while exchanging ‘all-right’ signals as per 
SR 4.42. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

DRM 
Sr.DSTE 

 
DRM 

Sr.DSTE 
 
 
 
 
 

DRM 
Sr.DOM 
Sr.DSO 

Sr.DEE/TRSO 

4 2.9 RGPM:  
All safety posters are removed, bio-data chart/board, 
accident chart/board, station rule diagram was removed; 
even DM display board containing telephone contact 
numbers of Medical and Civil Authorities whose 
assistance is required in case of accidents was also 
removed. Understood that this situation is not confined to 

DRM 
Sr.DOM 
Sr.DSO 
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RGPM alone. 
 

5 2.14 RGPM – Signal Failure Register: 
 
Failure memo was not taken by the S&T Officials before 
attending the faulty S&T gear on 31.7.13, 8.8.2013, 
23.10.2013 and 10.10.2013. Attending failures without 
taking failure memo is in violation of SR 3.68.1. 
 

DRM 
Sr.DSTE 
Sr.DSO 
Sr.DOM 

6 2.17 RGPM – SGE Block Instrument maintenance:  
 
Schedule block maintenance between RGPM-RDM & 
RGPM-PDPL stations is once in a fortnight, but from the 
S&T Disconnection Register, it was noticed that though 
Disconnection Notices were issued, the same is not 
accepted by Traffic Department for the last 10 months 
which is a serious lapse. Last block instrument 
maintenance was on 13.01.2013. No Inspecting Official 
from S&T and Operating Departments were bothered 
to co-ordinate and ensure that the schedule is followed.  
 

DRM 
Sr.DSTE 
Sr.DOM 
Sr.DSO 

7 3.2 
 
 
 
 

3.3 & 3.4 

Bye-pass Cabin / RDM: 
No proper road approach to the cabin making it very 
difficult for the staff working in the cabin as well as to 
Inspecting Officials. 
 
Bye-pass Cabin / RDM: 
No Pointsman is posted to work at the cabin which is 
essential for the following reasons: 
a. Managing train passing duties during failures of 

signals/block instrument/track circuits, axle counters, 
etc.,  

b. No exchange of ‘all-right’ signals from the off side 
either from the Cabin locations or from the Platform 
locations. 

c. Upkeep of the cabin is very poor which was noticed 
during the safety audit inspection of the cabins.  

d. Cleaning and brooming the floor of the Cabin was 
reported to be done by the SMs. 

 

DRM 
Sr.DEN/Co-ord 

Sr.DOM 
 
 

DRM 
Sr.DEN/Co-ord 

Sr.DOM 
Sr.DSO 

8 3.6 
(a to i) 

Bye-pass Cabin / RDM – SWR: 
Number of shortcomings were noticed which need to be 
attended / modified / rectified. 
 

DRM 
Sr.DOM 
Sr.DSO 
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9 4.0 Dy.SS/PF – RDM: 
One Pointsman is nominated and posted to work under the 
charge of Dy.SS/PF who is responsible for mainline yard 
operations and also for exchange of ‘all-right signals’ from 
‘off’ side. However, several express trains ran through 
the stations including Rajdhani, Duronto, Tamilnadu, 
etc., for which ‘off’ side signals were not exhibited 
which is in violation of SR 4.42.5.1. The mandatory 
exchange of ‘all-right’ signals shall not be compromised on 
any account.  
 

DRM 
Sr.DOM 
Sr.DSO 

10.0 4.0 (f) Dy.SS/PF – RDM: 
Mini-Panel: A mini slide control panel is provided in the 
Office. In this connection, various reasons are given for 
elimination of this panel which the Divisional Authorities 
may consider. 
 

DRM 
Sr.DOM 
Sr.DSTE 
Sr.DSO 

11.0 6.0 Improper sequence of signaling arrangement (RDM):  
a. While dispatching a Goods train from R&D Goods 

lines 1 to 5 into Sidings, the sequence of signals 
provided are Starters of respective lines, 
Intermediate Starter No.44 and finally Shunt 
Signal No. 38 as per SWR provisions. 

b. As per this sequence, there is a possibility for the loco 
crew to get misguided because generally the main 
signals are not clubbed with Subsidiary signals for 
entry into Sidings. The evidence of confusion is 
found in the accident / unusual that took place on 
24th January 2013. 

c. Secondly, to enter into Sidings, it would be 
appropriate to take ‘off’ Shunt Signals and not 
main signals because the movement is treated as 
shunt movements and not as line clear movements.  

d. The SWOD shows a provision of Home Signal for 
reception of trains from Sidings into R&D lines. 

 
As an alternative measure, if there is a possibility to 
interlock the point protected by Shunt Signal No. 38 
with Intermediate Starter, the same may be explored 
duly replacing the Shunt Signal no.38 or provision of 
Shunt Signals below Starters and Intermediate Starter 
Signals, if not already provided. 
 

DRM 
Sr.DOM 
Sr.DSTE 
Sr.DSO 

12.0 7.0 (f) “A” Cabin/RDM: 
While receiving a stopping UP train onto UP mainline, 
closure of LC Gate No.51/T is not proved in the 
interlocking which is essential. 
 

DRM 
Sr.DOM 
Sr.DSTE 
Sr.DSO 

13.0 8.0 (d) “B” Cabin/RDM: 
Last cable meggering was done on 15-09-2011 and since 

DRM 
Sr.DSTE 
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then it is overdue for meggering. 
 

Sr.DOM 
Sr.DSO 

14.0 9.0(g) Goods R&D Cabin/RDM: 
Last cable meggering was done on 13.01.2012. From 
January 2013, till date the schedule of once in a year is 
pending for want of Traffic Department approvals 
which is not acceptable.  
 

DRM 
Sr.DSTE 
Sr.DOM 
Sr.DSO 

15.0 16.3 C&W Depot/RDM: 
CC Rake BR-91 on R-3 Line was checked and found; 

 Hand brakes were not applied to the wagons for 
securing on both sides of the formation. 

 Road-3 Point No 45 was not set against the blocked 
line.                

 Engine was detached without proper securing of 
formation. 

 Pointsman Sri. G. Ramaswamy who came for 
detachment of Loco of Train No BCNHL Empty 
rake at Road No 2 was not in possession of HS flags 
for shunting. 

 BPC was invalid for this rake since it came to Base 
Depot on 39th day against 35 days. 

 From the records it was found that for the month of 
October upto 20.01.13, a total of 17 CC rakes received 
with invalid BPC; some for running above 7500 
KMs and some for running beyond 35 Days.  BR-75, 
Rake which was received on 11.10.13 had a run of 53 
days which is very unsafe. 

Monitoring of CC rakes should be done both at 
Divisional level and at Headquarter level in  co-
ordination so that rakes do not run with invalid BPCs. 
 

DRM 
Sr.DOM 

Sr.DME/C&W 
Sr.DSO 
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BI-MONTHLY SAFETY AUDIT INSPECTION OF RAMAGUNDAM 

STATION OF SECUNDERABAD DIVISION FOR THE PERIOD 

SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER 2013 

Para Subject / Topic 
1.0  Ramagundam is a class ‘B’ station situated at KM 274.25 on the KZJ – BPQ double 

line, electrified section of SC Division. 
 The station is equipped with multiple aspect colour light signals and points / signals 

are operated from ‘A’ Cabin towards Peddampet in BPQ direction and towards 
Raghavapuram station from ‘Bye-pass Cabin’. 

 In addition to the above two cabins there is ‘ B’ Cabin whose co-ordination is 
necessary to receive and despatch trains. 

 Also, there is one Goods Cabin with SSI-VDU control for reception and departure 
of trains onto Goods R&D lines. 

 RDM is having various important activity centres apart from Cabins such as 
Running Room, Crew Lobby, ROH Depot, BOXN Depot, CC rake primary 
maintenance and other Electrical installations. 

 Apart from UP & DN main line and loop lines there are 5 R&D Goods lines.       
DN loop is a common loop line. 

 There is a bye-pass provision for the Goods trains coming from KZJ direction 
bound to Sidings and similarly for Goods trains coming from Sidings to KZJ 
direction without coming into the station yard lines. 

 There are 3 interlocked Traffic LC Gates in the yard; via; LC Gate No. 49 and 49/A 
towards RGPM end and LC Gate No.51 towards PPZ end. However, LC Gate No. 
49/A is required to be closed only when Goods trains are required to enter / leave to 
/from Sidings. Gateman of LC Gate No. 49 is responsible for closing / opening the 
LC Gate not only for LC Gate No.49 but also for 49/A. 

 Trains are worked under Absolute Block System and there is provision of IB Signal 
in both UP & DN directions towards RGPM end. However, no IBS is provided 
towards PPZ direction. 

 Trains coming from KZJ and bound to BPQ are called UP trains; and trains coming 
from BPQ bound to KZJ are called DN trains.  

 

 
2.0 Surprise night inspection of Raghavapuram station: 

 
2.1 Sri. R.K. Meena, Dy.SS was on duty in uniform and was alert. 

 
2.2 He was in possession of valid block competency and panel competency.  

 

2.3 However, he was not in possession of electrical competency certificate which is in 
violation of SR 17.09.1.3.  
 
On enquiry, it is understood that he is working at this station without electrical 
competency since 2009 which is highly irregular. On further enquiry into the subject, 
it was informed by the Dy.SS that TRD Officials have prepared the competency 
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certificate and  the same has been sent to the station a couple of months back to deliver 
the certificates; but the same was not delivered since the employee/s requested for 
showing the isolator locations and to demonstrate the procedure to operate the isolators 
for which the employee/s is required to leave the station and present himself at the 
isolator location which was not permitted by the Control Organisation Officials.  
 
Also, noticed that the Pointsman working at the station are not given the electrical 
competency certificate which is mandatory as per Amendment Slip No. 24 to ACTM 
dated 10.01.2013 and circulated to Divisions for implementation by 
Dy.CEE/Loco/HQ letter No. E.219/TRD/ACTM/Vol. II dated 28.01.2013. 
 
Divisional Authorities to ensure the amended rule is implemented in true spirit. 
  

2.4 Gateman Sri. Rajendar of Engineering interlocked LC Gate No. 46/E between 
RGPM – RDM stations was found not putting back the UP Gate Stop Signal even 
when there are no trains in that direction as noticed during the surprise night inspection 
at 0255 hours. Last UP train that passed over that line was UP multi engines at 0228 
hours, i.e., even after passage of the previous train, the signal continues to display 
‘green’ aspect. On enquiry over phone, the Gateman replies ‘sorry’. He needs to be 
effectively and intensively counseled by the section TI, SMR and SSE-P.Way/PDPL. 
  

2.5 Weather Warning Register: 
 
Record was perused and seen that the last weather warning message recorded in the 
register was on 3.10.2013. However, the SCOR was enquired with their records 
and found that the last message that was received and repeated was at 16.00 hours 
of 23.10.2013; name of the Controller who repeated the message was “ KRK” and 
the initials of SM/RGPM who received the message was “ GN”. The Control 
Register of the station was also checked and found no message is recorded. 
 
Divisional Operating Officials need to ensure that the subject is given due 
weightage / importance; and the staff is counseled about the importance of 
Weather Warning Message, especially in the backdrop of number of breaches / 
washouts / land slips experienced in this season in the zone.  
 

2.6 Ambush Checks conducted: 
 
a. DN HAS Goods was stopped ‘out of course’ and advised SM/RGPM to prepare 

PLCT with wrong details and deliver it to the LP to see the reaction of the LP/ALP. 
The loco crew correctly responded in not accepting the train passing document. The 
train arrived at 03.15 and left at 03.25 hours. 
 

b. Alertness of LP of UP 12721 Dakshin Express was checked by exhibiting ‘stop 
hand signal’ at 03.25 hours and found that the LP/ALP and Guard correctly 
responded by applying brakes and stopping the train. The train arrived at 03.25 
hours and left at 03.27 hours. 

 
c. DN Navjeevan Express No. 12655 was stopped ‘out of course’ and prepared PLCT 

as if block instrument failed and filled it with wrong details to test the knowledge of 
LP/ALP who responded positively in not accepting the wrong train passing 
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document. The train arrived at 03.50 and left at 03.55 hours. 
 

d. UP 17037 SC – Bikaner Express was not given through signals; instead the 
departure signals were kept at ‘on’ to check whether the crew stop the train or not 
and found that they responded correctly to the aspect of the signal/s. Train arrived at 
03.40 hours and left at 03.43 hours. 

 
e. UP Home Signal was not taken ‘off’ for UP 12295 Sanghamitra Express; instead 

the train was received by taking ‘off’ Calling-ON signal to test the working 
knowledge of the LP/ALP and the efficacy of the equipment. Following 
observations were made; 

 
 Though the train was stopped in the calling-on zone, the SM did not get 

buzzer which is essential to alert the SM.  
 Secondly, the time delay circuit is not reduced to 60 seconds from the 

earlier 120 seconds even though amendment to IRSEM was given a year 
back.  

 Thirdly, the efficacy of ‘safety point alarm’ was tested and found that it 
did not give alarm inspite of passage of 4 minutes. 

 Guard Sri. Pratap Kumar, BZA Depot of SC Division who was working the 
train was without LED-based HS lamp which is very much essential to 
work the train. 
Instead, it was shown by him that the HS lamp was tied up to the Last 
Vehicle and used in place of defective flashing tail lamp from WL station. 
In this connection, it is the primary duty of the Guard to serve a memo 
to SM of the station where the flashing tail lamp was found defective; 
and get a fresh tail lamp from the stock of the station since the same is 
available at stations. It is not proper to work the train without HS lamp. 
The LP of the train and the SMs of enroute stations are also need to be taken 
up about their role when the Guard is not showing ‘green’ hand signal while 
running through the stations, while stop and start at stations/mid-section, 
etc.,  

 
f. LP of DN MOO Goods was asked to switch on the engine flasher light when the 

train was on run; and the LP responded, but failed to switch ‘off’ the engine 
headlight as per SR 6.03.7. 
 

g. Inspection of Pantry car No.98802 in UP train12295 (Sangamitra Express): 
Check was made in the presence of Sri Mukendra Kumar, Manager and following 
irregularities were noticed: 
 Out of total 4 fire extinguishers, 2 Nos. are not working, one fire extinguisher 

discharge pipe is bent. 
 Gas cylinders are kept outside instead of keeping inside gas cylinder chamber 

in secured condition with clamps and chains. 
 The electrical wires are not properly cased in a pipe instead they are kept 

irregular; and loose wiring was found near delivery counter.  
 The roof in kitchen room is fully covered with smoke coated (soot) muck 

with cobweb. 
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2.7 

 
Train Signal Register: 
 
Two separate train entries for one train involving IBS is not being made at this 
station which is in violation of instructions contained in Para 3.2(A) Note (i) of Part 
‘C’ (BWMD) of BWM, which stipulate that two separate entries, one for axle counter 
section and another for IB section need to be made in the TSR. 
 

2.8 DN WFD Goods ran through the station at 04.28 hours. Loco attached in rear as 
assisting engine was exhibiting red buffer lights in addition to the flashing tail lamp 
which is not in conformity with SR 4.16.2. 
 

2.9 It was noticed that all safety posters are removed, bio-data chart/board was removed, 
accident chart/board was removed, station rule diagram was removed, even DM 
display board containing telephone contact numbers of Medical and Civil 
Authorities whose assistance is required in case of accidents was also removed. It 
is improper on the part of the Divisional Authorities to eliminate such boards / posters 
which is otherwise essential. 
 

2.10 SWR: Instructions related to safety point alarm are not incorporated in the SWR 
Appendix ‘B’ which is essential. Any new innovations introduced to facilitate train 
operations should be incorporated in the SWR as per the instructions given under 
‘note’ of Appendix XIV of G&SR. 
 

2.11 As seen from the records of attendance register, ASM Sri. Bhaskar Kumar Sharma is 
absent for duties since October 2012. Division need to take suitable action against the 
employee. 
 

2.12 Flashing tail lamp kept on the last vehicle of DN 12804 which ran through the station 
at 0520 hours was very dim.  
 

2.13 FA box last replenished on 12.2.13 and overdue from 11.5.13. Same was noticed by 
TI/BPA during his inspection on 12.7.13, but SM/RGPM did not send the same for 
replenishment. 
 

2.14 Signal Failure Register: 
 
a. On 31.7.13, DN LSS blank from 4.30hrs to 5.05hrs and 2 trains were dealt on 

PLCT and 3 trains were passed on loop line. Remark passed by the S&T Official 
was RGLR defective and same was replaced. Failure memo not taken by S&T 
staff. 
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b. On 8.8.13, SG.49 signal failure was attended and rectified by S&T staff without 

taking failure memo. 
 

c. On 23.10.13, DN BPAC failed from 00.20 to 02.31hrs between RDM-RGPM, 
failure memo prepared but not taken by S& T staff.  

 
d. On 10.10.13, Both sides Axle counter section & GL-2 dropped and due to that UP 

Train 12641 was issued PLCT and in this case also failure memo not taken. 
 

Attending failures without taking failure memo is in violation of SR 3.68.1 and the 
S&T Authorities need to enlighten this aspect to their staff in true spirit to follow 
the rule. 
 

2.15 Night Winter patrolling is in force towards PDPL side only. In regard to RDM side, the 
same is withdrawn from 19.10.13. latest patrolling chart not available. Old patrolling 
chart i.e., 2010-11 & 2012-13 are available. Patrolmen are not carrying walkie-
Talkie sets which are available at station. Beat books are not serial numbered and 
printed books are not used, instead note books are being used. 
 

2.16 Stabled load register: 
 
The clearance of stabled loads for the following rakes are not entered; 
 PKPK on GL-II on 22.10.13 stabled at 07.45hrs and cleared at 21.30hrs (as per 

TSR). 
 BCNHL-A 158/TPGY on 22.10.13 stabled at 11.15hrs and cleared 23.10hrs from 

common loop (as per TSR). 
 PKPK rake on 22.10.13 stabled at 23.20hrs on GL-II and cleared on 23.10.13 at 

13.10hrs (as per TSR). 
 

2.17 SGE Block Instrument maintenance:  
 

a. Schedule block maintenance between RGPM-RDM & RGPM-PDPL stations is 
once in a fortnight, but from the S&T Disconnection Register, it was noticed 
that though Disconnection Notices were issued, the same is not accepted by 
Traffic Department for the last 10 months which is a serious lapse. 

 
b. Last maintenance was on 13.01.2013.  

 
c. Also, noticed that the S&T Authorities are not issuing the Disconnection 

Notices for scheduled maintenance of block every fortnight. 
 

No Inspecting Official, especially from S&T and Operating Departments were 
bothered to co-ordinate and ensure that the schedule is followed. Control 
Organisation should also co-operate in permitting the Disconnection since block 
maintenance is a mandatory activity. Divisional Authorities need to tighten up the 
same and fix up the responsibility. 
 

2.18 Route Cancellation Register (RC-I): 
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Cross checked with the details and noticed that the station staff are not in the habit of 
following SR 3.36.5, i.e., serving the written memo before putting back the departure 
signals taken ‘off’ for a train, as can be seen from the following entries; 
 On 31.8.13, at 6.50hrs – UP VNUP train, LP did not started the train for want of 

relief. 
 On 7.10.13, at 06.40hrs- KTPS goods train, line clear cancelled due to wheel skid. 
 

3.0 Inspection of Bye-pass Cabin: 
 

3.1 Though bye-pass cabin came into 
existence from July 2012, it was noticed 
that the name of the cabin is neither 
painted on the façade of the building 
nor on sidewalls making it difficult to 
identify the location. 
 

 
 

3.2 There is no proper road approach to the cabin making it very difficult for the staff 
working in the cabin as well as to Inspecting Officials. Though, there is some kutcha 
road from LC No.49/T, the same is not usable in monsoon since the soil is very 
slippery. Division needs to provide proper approach to the Cabin. 
 

3.3 No Pointsman is posted to work at the cabin which is essential for the following 
reasons: 
e. Managing train passing duties during failures of signals/block instrument/track 

circuits, axle counters, etc.,  
 

f. No exchange of ‘all-right’ signals from the off side either from the Cabin 
locations or from the Platform locations. 

 
g. Upkeep of the cabin is very poor which was noticed during the safety audit 

inspection of the cabins. The following photographs display the result. 
 

3.4 In regard to the cleanliness and brooming the floor of the Cabin, it was reported that 
the SMs themselves are sweeping. The condition of the bathroom is better not to 
speak. The annexe room is filled with cobwebs. The following photographs speak the 
bad shape of maintenance. 
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3.5 Available furniture was in bad shape and more importantly,  inadequate. Division 
to provide atleast 4 chairs and two tables in each cabin. 
 

3.6 SWR: 
 
a. SWR No. 627 was issued on 20.8.2011 and brought into force with effect from 

28.7.2012 (after one year). 
 

b. Three amendments were given; viz; AS No.1 on 16.7.2012 with 17 replacement 
pages, AS No.2 on 12.8.2012 with 5 replacement pages and AS No.3 on 18.3.2013 
with 7 replacement pages. Though index page was available, the Para No. which 
is modified is not known since the same is not written in the index page. The 
Divisional Authorities need to enforce the same in the entire Division advising 
SMRs/SMs and section TIs to write the date of amendment, page no. replaced, Para 
no. replaced, etc.,  

 
c. COGGN (Calling-on) signal initiation time is not reduced to 60 seconds from 120 

seconds as per the amended IRSEM guidelines. 
 

d. Para 6.3.1.1.2 – reception of train from RGPM end onto bye-pass lines or into RDM 
station yard lines, SM/Station should permit by giving a PN.  
In this connection, following observations need to be taken up; 
 Trains bound to Sidings via bye-pass line, SM/PF need not permit by giving a 

PN. However, trains entering into Goods R&D lines of RDM and other 
mainline running lines, permission of SM/PF in the form of PN may continue. 

 The procedure prescribed in the SWR vide above Para is not being 
followed by the SM/Byepass Cabin; instead they are exchanging PN with 
SM/’B’ Cabin for which there is no support of instructions. The reasons for 
such violation is not brought out by other Inspecting Officials and not brought 
out for rectification. 
 

e. BPAC – resetting in case of failures – after preparatory reset, the signals can be 
taken ‘off’ and first train need not be given PLCT. Divisions are informed that 
further modifications are kept pended by MT/Railway Board vide letter no. 
99/Safety(A&R)/19/7 date 14.10.2013.  
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f. Appendix ‘A’ – pro-forma of register at Cabin and Gate lodge contain additional 

columns such as ‘time expected to pass the gate’ in the station pro-forma and ‘time 
expected to pass the gate’+ ‘time at which the train passed’ in the gate lodge pro-
forma. These additional columns are not as prescribed in the Annexure VII of 
Appendix II of G&SR. 

 
g. As per Appendix ‘B’, Para 3(1) on page 76 – reset operation of BPAC – in case of 

BPAC failure, SM shall ensure complete clearance of previous train and 
exchange PN as a token of complete arrival of previous 3 trains and then reset. 
This procedure is not followed. 
 

h. In Para 6.3 it was written’ an UP train from RGPM  on common loop line- up to 
Trap Point No.A50(kept open) with far end Point No.51 ‘normal’ set to Trip 
Attention Shed or up to Signal No.27 when far end points set connected to mainline. 
But, there is LC Gate 51/T located between the far end points and Signal 
No.27. A clear mention of the closure of LC gate 51/T should be made since the 
gate is within the SOL. 

 
i. Issue of train passing documents during failures – as per SWR, SM/Bye-pass Cabin 

is responsible. But, practically this procedure is confined only to SWR. SM/’B’ 
Cabin is preparing the documents. Whether the documents is prepared at Byepass 
Cabin or at ‘B’ Cabin, assistance of Pointsman to deliver the same is missing 
since no Pointsman is posted to work in the Cabins. Division need to either 
modify the SWR to suit the present working or streamline the system with 
foolproof instructions in order to make proper accountability in case of any 
unusual / accident. 

 
3.7 Train Signal Register: 

 
Two separate train entries for one train involving IBS is not being made at this 
station which is in violation of instructions contained in Para 3.2(A) Note (i) of Part 
‘C’ (BWMD) of BWM which stipulate that two separate entries, one for axle counter 
section and another for IB section need to be made in the TSR. 
 

3.8 Cable meggering was done on 20.07.12.  Cable meggering was not carried during 
the year 2013 due to permission from Operating Branch not being available. 
 

4.0 Inspection of Dy.SS/PF/RDM: 
 
a. Sri. N. Ramulu, Dy.SS was on duty in uniform and in possession of valid 

competency certificates including Electrical competency. 
 

b. One Pointsman is nominated and posted to work under the charge of Dy.SS/PF who 
is responsible for mainline yard operations and also for exchange of ‘all-right 
signals’ from ‘off’ side. 

Several express trains ran through the stations including Rajdhani, Duronto, 
Tamilnadu, etc., for which ‘off’ side signals were not exhibited which is in 
violation of SR 4.42.5.1. The mandatory exchange of ‘all-right’ signals shall not be 
compromised on any account. Hence, the Divisional Authorities and the station staff to 
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ensure this important aspect. 
  

c. In Dy.SS office, the panel for giving slot for A & B Cabins  for reception and 
despatch of trains is not depicting yard layout.  Only slots with occupation 
indications are provided. Dy.SS office is not having any Yard Diagram. The same 
may be provided for ready reference and smooth working of trains. 
 

d. It is a Notice Station as per WTT No.69 for originating trains. Accordingly, 
Divisional Caution Orders are issued from RDM to KZJ in DN direction and from 
RDM to BPA in UP direction. The records were perused and found that one SR of 
30 KMPH between HSP – KZJ on West line at KM 355/25 – 356/19 due to TRR 
welding was imposed by JE/P.Way/OPL vide message no. VSN/101/13 with effect 
from 14.8.2013. This SR is neither cancelled in the register nor printed / written 
in the Divisional Caution Orders delivered to the crew. It is not known whether 
this SR is still in force or cancelled? Division needs to investigate the same and 
take up the staff for their lapses. 

 
e. Safety posters, station diagram, accident chart, bio-data display, DM board etc., 

were removed as per local instructions of the Divisional Authorities except one 
A3 size paper in a glass front containing the contact telephone numbers of Civil and 
Medical Authorities. 

 
f. Mini-Panel: A mini slide control panel is provided in the Office. In this connection, 

following points are given which needs attention for the Divisional Authorities to 
consider; 
 To receive and dispatch a train, co-operation and co-ordination of four 

agents are necessary, i.e., ‘A’ Cabin, ‘B’ Cabin, Bye-Pass Cabin and 
Dy.SS/PF. If it is a freight train onto the Goods R&D lines, involvement of 
Dy.SS/Goods Cabin is also essential. 

 To put back a signal intentionally or unintentionally, any one agent’s 
involvement is sufficient. 

 In order to eliminate so many agents, one option is to convert it as RRI station 
or atleast eliminate Dy.SS/PF involvement. Following points give a justification 
for elimination of mini-panel with Dy.SS/PF.  

i. Wherever end panels are provided, the main yard, i.e., the UP Main, UP 
loop, DN Main and DN Loop lines are either track circuited or axle 
countered. 

ii. The zone of responsibility for ensuring whether the above said lines are clear 
of obstruction or not is laid down in the SWR and proved on the end panel. 

iii. ASMs are manning the cabin and not lower rank employees like Switchmen. 
iv. Absolute Safety is taken care even after elimination of slide control / mini 

panel. 
v. If there is any delay on the part of Dy.SS/Platform in releasing the slots, 

there will be detentions to trains which are not warranted. 
vi. Earlier LSS and Home Signal controls were only kept under this 

arrangement and now-a-days even the IBS controls are vested with the 
Dy.SS/PF.  

vii. As long as this procedure is kept with Dy.SS/PF it becomes a binding on 
the Dy.SS/Platform and he cannot move outside his office for any 
purposes like exchange of ‘all-right’ signals, supervision of shunting 
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operations, etc., 
viii. The activity of ensuring the correctness of Divisional Caution Orders is 

vested with Dy.SS/PF who is otherwise busy with movement control and 
nomination. Added to this, brought forwarding the caution orders on every 
Monday which may be a herculean task at some stations. As such there are 
bound to be certain mistakes which are detrimental to safety. 

ix. Hence, the main duty of Dy.SS/Platform shall remain only to that of 
nomination of lines for reception, departure and run through of trains which 
are even now carried out in the form of exchange of PNs and making a 
record in the registers. 

x. In regard to non-track circuited lines, the present procedure of ensuring the 
line is clear of obstruction by outdoor ASM/AYM who will exchange PNs 
with end-cabins/Goods cabin and also intimate the Dy.SS/PF. 

xi. Finally, the concept and arrangement of RRI / SSI shall be welcomed 
where Dy.SS/PF mini panel does not exist. 

 
5.0 SMR Records: 

 
5.1 Surprise Night Inspection Register: 

 Since SMR is on supervisory duties, minimum 4 inspections per month are 
necessary to be done as per schedule. 

 Schedule is being complied. 
  For the month of August, inspections were conducted on 16.8.2013, 23.8.2013, 

25.8.2013 & 28.8.2013. 
 For the month of September, inspections were conducted on 17.9.2013, 23.9.2013, 

26.9.2013 & 30.9.2013. 
 For the month of October, inspections were conducted on 4.10.2013, 17.10.2013,  
From the above, it can be seen that there is no proper spacing between two night 
inspections. For the months of August and September, it can be seen that 
inspection was not carried out for the first fortnight; as a result three inspections 
were conducted in a space of 5 days. It will be more appropriate to conduct night 
inspection @ of one per week by giving suitable instructions to the stations. 
 

5.2 Monthly Safety Meeting Register: 
Details of acknowledgement of staff were checked and found that; 
 For the month of August 2013, 33 employees have acknowledged under Part I, 

i.e., those who were physically present on the day of meeting and 9 subsequently 
under Part II, i.e., those who acknowledged the content of the meeting subject at a 
later date.  

 For the month of September 2013, 51 employees have acknowledged under Part I, 
and none subsequently under Part II. 

 For the month of October 2013, 46 employees have acknowledged under Part I 
and 1 subsequently under Part II. 

From the above details, it is noticed that the numbers shown under Part I is totally 
hypothetical and not realistic since there are 16 SMs, 13 Guards, 47 
Cabinman/Pointsman and 3 Shunting Masters on roll at this station; whose 
presence at one given time is difficult to achieve. 
  

5.3 Joint Track Circuit Register: 
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From the records it was noticed that for almost all the track circuits (1 AT, 1 T, 20 T, 9 
AT & BT, 2 AT, 10 BT, 13 T, 12 T, 11 T, 23/24 T), same remark is written that 
“ballast is clear of the foot of the rail Not Less Than 50mm throughout track 
circuit”. It appears that no compliance is given for these remarks. 
  

5.4 Safety Gradation Register: 
 For SMs I Grade Pay of 4,600/- and above; AOM of the Division or AO of the 

section need to certify as per Railway Board guidelines. This instruction is not 
followed. 

 In regard to Guards – last safety gradation was done in Jan/Feb/Mar 2012 and 
further not done. As per the schedule, it has to be done once in 6 months, i.e., 
in January and July of the year. 

 Secondly, the marks allotted to all the 13 Guards was identical in each field 
including the totals and gradation is “B”,  
field I =  20 marks 
field 2 =  18 marks 
field 3 =  12 marks 
field 4 =  10 marks 
field 5 =  8   marks 
field 6 =  8   marks 
Total     ----- 
              76 marks 
              ----- 

Inspecting Officials need to go into these details and ensure that these 
irregularities are not committed by the station staff. It is also brought to the notice 
of the Divisional Authorities that as per Railway Board guidelines, Guards are not 
included in the list of categories for safety gradation. 
 

5.5 Stabled Load Register: 
 
Whenever stabling is done on UP & DN mainlines or UP & DN loop lines, stabling 
entry is made in the register kept under the control of Dy.SS/PF. If stabling of freight 
trains take place on Goods R&D lines, the stabling entry is made in the register kept 
under the control of Dy.SS/Goods Cabin. 
 From the register kept with the Dy.SS/PF, it was noticed that DEMU rakes are 

stabled on PF-3 on nominated days. But, the entries sometime do not have the 
time of stabling and in almost all entries, signature of LP is not obtained as 
per amended SR 5.23. 

  
5.6 Accident Register: 

 
a. On 10.10.2013 at 16.35 hours, one wagon derailed at KM 2/10 while  supplying 

load at BPH Siding and BPH authorities are held responsible. 
 

b. On 31.8.2013, at 22.30 hours, two BCN empties derailed due to heavy coal dump 
on track. RCR/Global Siding authorities are held responsible. 

 
c. On 10.8.2013, at 03.10 hours, one wagon derailed by taking two routes due to 

non-clamping of Point No.114 and the Shunting Master was held responsible. 
Punishment details are awaited. 
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d. On 14.2.2013, at 19.45 hours, LP while performing shunting on M-13 via shunting 

neck, LP did not observe the condition of track (details of what happened is not 
written). Sri. Jean Peter, LP is held responsible and the punishment details are 
not written. 

 
e. On 24.1.2013, at 05.25 hours, Train No. NTPC started from Road-9 to NTPC 

Siding after taking ‘off’ Starter & Intermediate Starter, passed Shunt Signal No. 
38 at ‘on’ and trailed through the points. The LP is held responsible but the 
punishment details are not entered. 

 
5.7 Officers/TIs inspection Register:  

 
Checked Officers/TIs inspection Registers at station / cabins and observed that the 
compliance of the inspection was not recorded by SMR/RDM. It is advised to record 
compliance duly rectifying the irregularities pointed out during inspection for safe 
working of trains. 
 

 

6.0 Improper sequence of signaling arrangement: 
 

e. While dispatching a Goods train from R&D Goods lines 1 to 5 into Sidings, the 
sequence of signals provided are Starters of respective lines, Intermediate 
Starter No.44 and finally Shunt Signal No. 38 as per SWR provisions. 
 

f. As a result of this arrangement, there is every possibility for the loco crew to get 
misguided because main signals shall not be clubbed with subsidiary signals for 
entry into Sidings. The evidence of confusion is found in the accident / unusual 
that took place on 24th January 2013. 

 
g. Secondly, to enter into Sidings, it would be appropriate to take ‘off’ Shunt 

Signals and not main signals because the movement is treated as shunt 
movements and not as line clear movements. But, the SWOD shows a provision 
of Home Signal for reception of trains from Sidings into R&D lines. 

 
h. As an alternative measure, if there is a possibility to interlock the point 

protected by Shunt Signal No. 38 with Intermediate Starter, the same may be 
explored duly replacing the Shunt Signal no.38 or provision of Shunt Signals 
below Starters and Intermediate Starter Signals. 

 
7.0 Inspection of ‘A’ Cabin: 

 
a. Sri. Ajay Kumar Pandey, Dy.SS was on duty in uniform and in possession of valid 

competency certificates. 
 

b. No Pointsman is posted to work in cabin. 
 

c. S&T Disconnection Register: 
 ‘No train in the block section’ remark is not passed on the memo while giving 
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disconnection for block instrument maintenance purpose. 
 Joint Works: 

i. At 1655hrs, on 05.09.2013, disconnection was given for replacement of 3rd 
stretcher bar on Point No.52B. RC was given at 1715hrs 

ii. At 1400hrs, on 04.09.2013, disconnection was given for housing on LH 
side of Point No.44. RC was given at 1430hrs. 

In both the cases ‘Track Fit’ memos were not given as per SR 3.51. 
 

d. S&T Failure Register: 
Date Nature of Failure Total 
July 2013 Track Circuit Failure-2 02 
August 2013 Signal Failure-2 & LC Gate Failure-3 05 
September 2013 Track Circuit Failure-1 01 
October 2013 LC Gate Failure-2 & Block Failures-2  as on date 04 

The following shortfalls were observed on cross checking the train passing 
documents; 
 During block instrument failures, failure messages and restoration 

messages were not exchanged as per procedure stipulated in BWM. 
 During failure of LC gate, procedure for sliding boom working is not 

followed as per amended instructions to Appendix II of G&SR.  
 

e. Safety Equipment: 8 clamps are available without Padlocks. 
 

f. While receiving a stopping UP train onto UP mainline, it was noticed that 
closure of LC Gate No.51/T is not proved in the interlocking which is 
essential. 
 

g. Cable meggering was done on 13.02.13.  No defective cable was found. 
 

h. Joint inspection of points and crossings and track circuits was done for the 3'rd 
quarter on 30.08.13. Except 15 KL gauge tie plate replacement, all the other 
deficiencies are attended. 

 
i. Checked crack handle register, normal route cancellation register, calling on route 

cancellation register and Block instrument register and found tallying with the 
respective counter numbers. 

 
j. In equipment room, IPS of Amararaja make are checked and found in working 

condition.  The batteries of 200AH, Southern make are installed on  Feb-2010. 
 

k. Obstructions, track locking and out of correspondence tests were conducted on 
point no 49A, 49B, 51A, 51B, 53A, 53B, 52A, 52B .These tests are responded 
correctly. Voltage and current parameters were found within the limits. 

 
l. The following signal readings are taken and found the values are within limits.  

S18RG, S18HG, S19HG, S19RG, S60RG, S60HG, S20RG, S20HG. 
 

m. The track circuits -   A60T, A53AT, A53BT, A52AT, A52BT, A27T, A18-26T 
are tested and readings are taken which are found within safe limits. 
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n. The BPAC between RDM'A-PPZ of CEL make Up and DN were checked and 
found the readings are within the limits. 

 
8.0 Inspection of ‘B’ Cabin: 

 
a. Sri. Hemanth Sinku, Dy.SS was on duty in uniform and in possession of valid 

competency certificates. 
 

b. Safety Equipment: 8 clamps are available without Padlocks. 
 

c. Checked relay room key register and found that relay room is opened during 
August  2013 - 2 Times, Sept.. 2013 -1 time,   Oct. as on date  2013 – 2 times. 

 
d. Last cable meggering was done on 15-09-2011 and since then it is overdue for 

meggering. 
 

e. S&T Failures: Jan-2013: Nil. Feb-2013: IBA/C-1,BPAC-1.March-2013: IBA/C-
2.EOLB LC gate 49-1.April-2013:IBS blank at bypass cabin-1, TF-1, Down A/C-
1.May-2013: Down IBA/C-3, EOLB  LC gate 49-1. June-2013: TF-1,SF-1 down 
IBA/C-1.July-2013: down IBA/C-2,BPA/C-1,SF-1.August-2013: TF-1, down 
IBA/C-1,SF-1.Sept.- Telecomm-2, TF-2, down IBA/C-1.Oct. As on date TF-1, 
Telecomm-1, down IBA/C-1, down BPA/C-1. 

        The down IBA/C frequently failing, attention to be made to minimize the       
        failures. 
 

f. IPS was provided at this cabin is in working condition. In IPS room power rack 
Signals, track KZJ side, Digital Ammeters not working. The specific gravity, 
voltages are noted for IPS batteries of 200 AH of Make Southern are shown 
below along with their respective Nos, out of the total 55 cells that were provided. 
DOI: 28.2.2010.  
 
(3)   1220/2.02 V (13) 1220/2.0 V (23) 1220/2.01 V,  (32) 1220/2.02 V (43) 
1220/2.01 V,  (53) 1220/2.02 V,  (55) 1220/2.01 V. All the battery readings are 
within limits. 

 
g. Crank handle register, normal route cancellation register, calling on route 

cancellation register and found to be tallying with the counter numbers. 
 

h. Point Nos.12A & 12B Tested with 5mm obstruction and found responded 
correctly.        

 
i. The Electrical readings as follows: 

 
(ii) Point No. 12A:  Opening RH side is 117 mm, LH side is 118 mm.   
    

N to R 112 V / 102 V 2.0 A/ 4.4 A 

R to N 112 V/ 101 V  2.2 A/ 4.5 A 

 
(iii) Point No. 12B  (Trap)  Opening RH side is 102 mm  
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N to R 115 V / 107 V 2.2 A/ 4.5 A 

R to N 114 V  2.2 A  

 
(iv) 13 ATR Relay end voltage was found to be 3.37 V whose PU voltage is 
1.4 V and for 13 BTR Relay it was found to be 3.18 V whose PU voltage is 1.4 V 
which are within the limits.  
(v) UMATR relay end voltage was found to be 3.20V whose PU voltage and 

23/24 TR relay end voltage was found to be 3.46V whose PU is 1.4 V 
which are within the limits. On Location box, it was wrongly written as 
UMCTR instead of UMATR which will give wrong guidance to the 
maintainer. 

 
The following Signal readings were noted, which are within the limits:  
S23 RG : 114 V / 125 mA 
S24 RG : 114 V / 130 mA. 
 

j. Joints Inspection of Points and Crossings for the 3rd Quarter done on 30.08.2013 
for the entire RDM station. The Following Deficiencies are yet to be attended.  
 

 At ‘B’ Cabin 15KL gauge tie plate to be replaced.  
 

k. Joint Inspection of Track circuits for the 3rd Quarter done on 30.8.2013. The 
Deficiencies which were noted all are attended.   
 

l. In equipment room, IPS of Amararaja make were checked and found in working 
condition.   The batteries of 200AH Southern  make are installed in Feb. 2010. 

 
m. Obstruction , track locking and out of correspondence tests were conducted on 

point no 5A,5B .  These tests are responded correctly and voltage and current 
parameters  were found within the limits. 

 
n. The track circuits 12AT and 12BT are tested and readings are taken which are 

found within safe limits. 
 

9.0 Inspection of Goods Cabin: 
 

a. Name of the cabin is not written on the façade of the building and also on 
sidewalls. 
 

b. Sri.D.V.R.Kumar, Dy.SS was on duty in uniform and in possession of valid 
competency certificates. 
 

c. Sri.Rana Pratap Singh SHM-I is not in possession of competency certificate. 
Pointsmen S/Sri Rama Swamy ,S.Naveen Kumar, Sudarshan and Nagaraju were in 
possession of competency certificate but not issued with isolator competency 
certificate.  
 

d. S&T Failure Register: 
Date Nature of Failure Total 
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July 2013 Track Circuit Failure-2& Panel  Failure-1 02 
August 2013 NIL NIL 
September 2013 Point Failure-1 & Panel failure-1 02 
October 2012  NIL as on date NIL 

Panel failures occurred due to not changing over from VDU to Panel and vice-
versa. Changing over from one system to another system should be made as per 
schedule to eliminate Panel failures. 
 

e. Stable Load Register: BPC particulars of the cancelled load are not entered. 
While despatching the load loco particulars are not entered and GLP check 
memos were not properly connected for the trains despatched on GLP check. 
 

f. Checked relay room key register and found that relay room is opened  during July  
2013 - 13 Times, Aug. 2013 -6 times,  Sept. 2013 - 6 times ,  Oct. as on date  2013 
– 4 times. 

 
g. Last cable meggering was done on 13.01.2012. From January 2013, till date the 

schedule of once in a year is pending for want of Traffic Department approvals 
which is not acceptable. Division need to ensure that the schedule is complied 
immediately.  

 
h. P.N. Exchange Register: P.N. Exchange Register for reception and despatch of trains 

was checked and found that the sequence of exchanging PNs is not as per the procedure 
given in BWM. It is advised to follow the same. 

 
i. Working of Siding Pilot System:  It is observed that there is no communication system 

between Sidings and Cabin for exchanging PN for ensuring clearance / arrival of train.  
At present PNs are being exchanged on Personal mobile phones. It is advised that 
proper communication system has to be provided between Sidings and 
Station/Cabins immediately for safe working of pilots. 

 
j. S& T Failure Register: S&T failures are as follows 

Month SF AC BF TC BPAC   CF RF Total 

July’13 1 1 - 1 -  - 3 

Aug’13 1 - - 1 1  - 3 

Sept’13 - 1 - 2 - 2 - 5 

Oct’13 

till date 

- 1 - - 1 1 - 4 

In September’13 there were 2 communication failures on 04.09.13  (Stn –Bye- pass and 
LC gate No.49) & 13.09.13 (Group phone). Trains were detained for at an average of 5 
and 8 minutes respectively. It is observed that the communication between station 
Bye-pass cabin still not rectified. It is advised to avoid communication failures / train 
detentions. 
 

a. IPS provided at this cabin and is in working condition. In IPS room power rack 
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110V AC (Tracks) BPA side, 24V DC Ext-2 KZA side Digital Ammeters are not 
working. The specific gravity, voltages are noted for IPS batteries of 300 AH of 
Make Southern are shown below along with their respective Nos, Out of the total 
55 cells that were provided. DOI: 01-11-2011.  

 
(1) 1220/1.99 V  (5) 1220/2.0 V (10) 1225/2.0 V, (15) 1220/2.0 V(20) 1220/2.01V,  
(25)1240/2.02V,  (30) 1220/2.03 V, (35) 1220/2.02 V.(40)1220/2.02V (45) 1220/2.03V 
(50) 1220/2.03V (52) 1240/2.04V (55)1220/2.02V. 
 

b. Point Nos.23,24,&25  Tested with 5mm obstruction and found responded 
correctly.   
    

c. The Electrical readings as follows: 
 
(vi) Point No. 23:  Opening RH side is 110 mm, LH side is 115 mm. 
 
 RH side only 1 sleeper setting to be attended for 4 sleepers. 

    
N to R 116 V / 110 V 2.2 A/ 4.3 A 

R to N 118 V/ 110 V  2.1 A/ 4.3 A 

 
(vii) Point No. 24:  Opening RH side is 110 mm, LH side is 110 mm.   
     

N to R 125 V / 120 V 2.2 A/ 4.1 A 

R to N 125 V / 121V 2.2 A / 4.2 A 

 
(viii) Point No. 25:  Opening RH side is 105 mm, LH side is 114 mm.   
 

N to R 113 V / 104 V 2.2 A/ 4.08 A 

R to N 110 V/ 102 V  2.2 A/ 4.1 A 

 
(ix) 22 BTR Relay end voltage was found to be 3.22 V  whose PU voltage is 
1.4 V and for 22  ATR Relay it was found to be 2.78 V  whose PU voltage is 1.4 
V which are within the limits.  
(x) The track feed battery for 22 ATF and 22 BTF found very less water in 
the battery. 
(xi) The following Signal readings were noted, which are within the limits:  
S40 RG: 98.12 V / 130 mA 
S40 HG: 98.32 V / 120 mA. 
S39 RG: 99.2 V /  123mA. 
 

d. Goods cabin is provided with Ansaldo made E.I system commissioned 
on13.01.12. 
 

e. In equipment room,  IPS of Amararaja make are checked and found in working 
condition. The batteries of 300AH Southern make are installed on 09.11.11. 

 
f. Obstruction, track locking and out of correspondence tests were conducted on 

point no 23A,23B,24A and 24B .These tests are responded correctly and voltage 
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and current parameters  were found within the limits. 
 

g. The following signal readings are taken and found the values are within limits. 
G41RG, G41HG, G42RG, G42HG, G43RG, G43HG. 

 
h. The track circuits 23T, 24T are tested and readings are taken which are found 

within safe limits. 
 

10.0 Inspection of LC Gate No.51/T at KMs 273/22-21 IN RDM YARD: 
 
a. Smt.Sabia Afreen, Pointsman ’A’ working as Gateman was on duty and in 

possession of valid competency certificate. 
 

b. TVUs: 140080   RVUs: 1360 Date of Census: 24/10/2012; O&E was done on 
21.04.2012 & 23.04.2013. 
 

c. Sliding Booms were commissioned in 11/2012, but the relevant instructions are 
not incorporated in GWR, which is essential. 
 

d. Census particulars should be updated in Vernacular and Hindi versions of the 
GWR. 
 

e. Bio-data board should be updated. 
 

f. Running Rail is higher than the check rail on LH side of the Down line. 
 

g. Road Sign boards are not provided as per guidelines given IRPWM. 
 

h. Gate light is obstructed by tree branches at NTPC end. 
 

i. Traffic LC Gate road surface portion at KM 275/22-24 near track, noticed pot 
holes. Last overhauled on 26/27.4.12. 

 
11.0 RDM Yard Inspection: 

 

11.1 Point No.12A (mainline to loop line), 1in12 FSL, 60kg rails with sleepers, Laid on 
1993 year at KM 274/31. 
Following observations noticed which needs attention; 
 Liners, GR pads are missing in sleeper No.22,23,24, 46, 47,48 and crossing portion. 
 GR pads are missing in sleeper No.72 to 83. (except under CMS crossing location) 
 Due to lateral thrust leading portion near crossing portion GFN liners are 

crushed/broken on non gauge face side and flange portion butt to the inserts. 
 Crossing portion sleepers are getting grooved. 
 Packing at switch portion (sleeper No.5 loose packing caused at  sleeper no.6 stud 

bolt loose) 
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11.2 MMZ-RGPM 3rd line work is in progress. 
At KM 275/5-4 near intermediate starter 
No.S21 on DN main line LH side, a big 
hole was found in dug condition which 
may be unsafe for main line track & for 
movement of Keymen / Night Patrolmen / 
other field staff. 

 
11.3 

 
On DN main line at KM 275/6-7, defective welds are joggled fish plated with two far 
end bolts at 1st LH (Glued Joint) SKV weld & 3rd RH SKV weld (bolts are bent, needs 
to be replaced). 
 

11.4 Checked the location box No.B16 at KM 275/22 of S20 signal (intermediate starter) 
and found the circuits with contacts are good. Spare cables are more from this location 
box to relay room/panel. 
 

11.5 UP LE No.22746/LGD/WAP4 coming from RGPM stopped at LC No.49.. Sri 
S.L.Narayan LP/Goods/KZJ and Sri T.Vijaya Sagar ALP/KZJ were having valid 
competency certificates and they were having adequate knowledge in application of 
emergency brake, flasher light etc. Checked the flasher light (at 12.10hrs) and found 
working, VCD not provided and DVTCS-C provided but kept in isolated position. 
Sanders are not working and sand also not available. LP & ALP sign ‘ON’ at KZJ at 
04.30hrs. 
 

11.6 BOXN (BR 91) Goods, intensive rake checking on Road No.3 is commenced from 
10.15hrs. Last BPC issued on 16.9.13 at RDM. Rake checking staff Sr.Technicial and 
Technician with three khalasi are available but informed by SSE/C&W that four 
khalasis are there who nominated for checking this rake. Sri Prasanna JE/C&W/RDM 
is available and he was not having any record i.e., noticed/recouped deficiencies, check 
list of checking items, allotment of men for checking etc. 
 

12.0 Rake check: Rajadhani Express (Train No.22694 Exp) was checked on run from RDM 
to KZJ stations and found following Observations/deficiencies: 

a. Doorway and pathway was found obstructed/covered with plastic crates of pantry 
stuff in coach No.B8(NR11977), A2 (SWR10083), A3 (SWR10076), A4 (SWR 
10080), A5 (NR 11071) & A1 (10078). 
 

b. Pathway (vestibule) is obstructed by dust bins between coach no B8 (NR11977)& 
B9 (NR 11972), A2  (SWR10083)& A3 (SWR10076), A5 (NR 11071) & H1 
(11995). 
 

c. Water leakage from sealing at tube light portion in A1 (10078). 
 

d. Pantry Car No. LW CBAC. 11810- R.K.Associates, Vendors Sri Arvind Srivastav 
medical due on 23.10.13, Sri Manthosh, vendor medical due on 18.10.13. 
Vestibule portion between A1 & A2 LH side Telecom cable and RH side electrical 
cables are in hanging position. 
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e. In A-3 coach FE- NO 105,  A-5 coach FE No.101and end-on generator FE No 96 

locking pins not available. 
 

f. Emergency lights in the following coaches are not glowing. 
S. 
No 

Coach Working Not 
working 

Remarks 

1 A-1 3 1 Rainy watering leaking from roof at 
end of the door near wash basin 
.towards SC end. 

2 A-2 3 1  
3 A-3 Nil 4  
4 A-4 2 2  
5 A-5 1 3  
6 B-1 3 1  
7 B-2 2 2  
8 B-3 3 1  
9 B-4 Nil 4  
10 B-5 3 1  
11 B-6 Nil 4  
12 B-7 2 2  
13 B-8 Nil 4  
14 B-9 Nil 4  
 

 
g. The following irregularities are noticed during inspection. 

 In pantry car three chimney filters are not working out of four. 

 
 

h. In most of the coaches in microprocessor panel top portion is covered with plastic 
cover for protecting against roof leakage from rain water. It should be secured 
properly. 
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i.   Details of the availability and shortfalls in the provision of fire extinguishers;  

S. No. COACH No Remarks 
01 10895 SLR/GENCAR 04 FE provided and due on 05.11.13 
02 11005 HA 1 02 FE provided and due on 05.11.13 
03 11071 A 5 02 FE provided and due on 05.11.13 
04 10080 A 4 02 FE provided and due on 05.11.13 
05 11076 A 3 02 FE provided and due on 05.11.13 
06 10083 A 2 02 FE provided and due on 05.01.14 
07 10072 A 1 02 FE provided and due on 5.11.13 & 05.01.14. 

Rain water was leaking from the roof near tube 
light fittings towards BPQ end. 

08 11810 PANTRY CAR 04 FE provided and due on 05.11.13, but kept 
on the floor.  

09 11972 B 9 02 FE provided and due on 05.11.13. FE holder 
clamp missing. 

10 11977 B 8 02 FE provided and due on 09.11.13 & 
05.11.13 

11 10947 B 7 02 FE provided and due on 05.11.13 
12 11966 B 6 02 FE provided and due on 05.11.13 
13 10937 B 5 02 FE provided and due on 05.11.13 
14 11138 B 4 02 FE provided and due on 05.11.13 
15 10941 B 3 02 FE provided and due on 05.11.13 
16 11103 B 2 02 FE provided and due on 05.11.13 
17 11102 B 1 02 FE provided and due on 05.11.13 
18 11873 SLR/GEN 

CAR 
04 FE provided and due on 05.11.13 

 
j. 55 on-board staff (36 Pantry Car staff, 5 C&W staff, 4 AC Mechanics, 7 bed roll 
staff and 3 OBHS staff) were tested with BA test and found none positive. 

 
12.1 Checked the BV No 10895 (GENCAR) of Rajdhani and found violations of GR & SR 

4.19: 
a. Sri D.Sudhakar Guard/SC was having valid competency certificate. 

 
b. Checked the BV Equipment and found EL box-1No, PT set-1No, Spare OTL-

1No. deficient. 
 

c. The front door of the cupboard not having peeping hole/viewing glass/wire 
mesh to see the availability of full complement of BV Equipments. 
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d. Full complement of brake van equipments are not ensured by SSE/C&W, 

SSE/Elec & SSE/Tele of SBC Division under SWR; and DySS/SBC also not co-
ordinated at the time of loading.  
 

e. On the cabinet containing the BV Equipment, sticker not provided. Existing 
sticker is in faded condition. 

 
12.2 Conducted ACP test in coach no H1 (next to Guard portion) at KZJ at 17.00hrs and 

found in working condition. Guard of the train is not aware as to how to reset the ACP. 
 

13.0 Various checks: 
 

13.1 Surprise check conducted on the sobriety of staff: 
  
a. At RDM yard – conducted surprise BA test on 62 staff of various Departments 

(Loco crew-19, Guards-5, Points men-7, C&W staff-8, C&W Contract staff-2, 
SMR-2, S&T-1 & Pantry car 18).  

 
b. During the check one Pantry Car contract staff of Train No 12589 was tested 

positive who was handed over to SIGRP/RDM for further action. 
 

13.2 Checking of SLR No SR 08707 of Train No 12615 G.T Express: 
 
a. Guard Sri. K.V.Sudhakar Rao was alert and possessing valid competency 

certificate. 
 

b. Emergency Telephone available with Guard was not in working order. 
 

c. BV Equipment room light not working. 
 

d. Spare OTL was not provided. 
 

14.0 Crew lobby: 
 

14.1 BA equipment – daily testing code as advised by Headquarters and by the Divisional 
Authorities is not being followed. 
 

14.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Performance of 10-hour rule : 
Month 10-12hrs 12-14hrs >14hrs 

August 10 4 2 
September 10 7 NIL 
October up to 24th  6 6 7 

 
From the above table, it is noticed that cases of 12 – 14 hours and above 14 hours 
needs to be controlled. Division need to ensure this in the interest of safety. 
 

14.3 
 
 

Staff position: 
Category Sanction Actual vacancy 
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LP (P) 03 02 01 
LP G(AC) 38 25 13 
LP G (DSL) 13 05 08 
LP SHT AC 16 00 16 
LP SHT DSL 08 NIL 08 
AC ASST LP 38 45 10 
DSL ASST 
LP 

13 03 10 

TOTAL 129 81 56 
Divisional Authorities to ensure that the vacancies are filled in on priority. 

14.4 In Gradient Chart, KRMR section not available. 
 

14.5 Caution Order board not available. 
 

14.6 Signal and Track defects are written in unusual observation book. 
Signal Defects: 
 On 16.10.13, LP of T. No.77259 (DEMU) had reported that in KRMR-JPTL 

section,  between LPJL-NPML  station at DN Starter points, clamp and padlocks 
not available and at PDR station – 02 points clamps and padlocks not available. 
Same was informed to PRC through mail (software). Feedback was received that as 
per SSE/JMKT station yet not opened. The same defect was reported earlier on 
06.10.13 for which the same feedback was given. Proper feedback to be received 
from the concerned Department. 

 On 07.10.13 LP, of LE reported that between PDPL-STBD Signal Warning Board 
missing. Same was repeated to PRC and feedback received on 17.10.13 that as per 
SSE/JMKT work is under progress. Again, the same defect was reported by LP 
on 18.10.13 for which feedback received stating the as per SSE/JMKT work is 
under progress. The feedback should be given only after completion of defects. 
However, the above defects were repeated again and again.  

 
14.7 02 ALPs are due for PME and 01 ALP for Refresher; understood that these employees 

are presently under Pro-LP training. On reporting back for duties, they should be sent 
for PME and Refresher course respectively. 
 

14.8 Average PDD for the Last 03 Months (July – August-13) was 79.01 Minutes. It should 
be reduced to barest minimum. 
 

14.9 Average PAD for the last 03 Months (July – August-13) was 30.86 Minutes which 
should also be reduced. 
 

14.10 Average PR given to the crew for the last 03 Months (July – August-13) was 3.8. 
 

14.11 Fly leaf, safety Circular, rule of the month and safety bulletin are available.  2 Nos. of 
breath analyzers are available, out of two, one working and one kept as spare.  One 
window AC provided in lobby is working satisfactory.  Above the AC unit, the window 
is covered with thermocol sheet which is having holes.  Conditioned air is escaping 
through the holes.  Advised to provide plywood sheet in place of thermo coal sheet. 
 

15.0 Inspection of Running Room: 
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a. In old block, 3 rooms are allotted for crew. Each room having four beds. Cubicle 

facility not available.  
 

b. Centralized cooling facility not available. 
 

c. In new block, 6 rooms are available. Each room having three beds against Railway 
Board guidelines which stipulate two beds. Centralized cooling facility not 
available. 
 

d. In old block, ceiling fans are too high, height to be reduced for better breezing. 
  

e. In old block No-1, toilet exhaust fan producing heavy noise.  
 

15.1 Electrical Observations: 
 
a. 9 Rooms are available with a total 30 no. of beds. Each room is provided with one 

exhaust fan and one desert cooler.  Coolers are provided in such a way that cooled 
air is escaping outside and also placement of cooler provided is not proper. It is 
advised to provide a platform for the cooler  at the centre of window and also cooler 
should be provided with a bellow at air delivery portion, so that cooled air will not 
escape outside. 
 

b. For old bathrooms, hot water is provided with solar system and for new bathrooms, 
hot is water provided with electric geyser. Both are working satisfactorily. 

 
c. Old toilet is provided with axial flow exhaust system which is producing heavy 

noise during working.  It is advised to attend/repair the system. 
 
d. It is informed by the staff that after providing false ceiling in bed rooms, ceiling fan 

air delivery has become less. Down rod may extend to required level, so that air 
flow may increase. 

 
e. Rain water is getting stagnated on the roof of new running room. Thereby roof and 

walls are becoming wet during rain. It is observed that rain water stagnated at lower 
level whereas outlet is provided at higher level of roof.  It is advised to provide 
outlet at suitable area so that water stagnation may be avoided. 

 
f. Dining Hall: 

 One fridge and one microwave oven provided in dining hall are working 
satisfactorily. 

 Dining hall is provided with one air cooler and one RO plant, both are in 
working condition. 

 Two nos. of insect killers are available.  Out of two one working and one not 
working. 

 The available solar water system for old bath rooms may also be utilized in 
kitchen to keep the cooked items hot duly providing hot case. 

 Two nos. of fire extinguishers are available Sl.no.1) 874  2) 875 and their due 
dates 13-11-13.  Tested the knowledge of staff for utilizing fire extinguishers. 
Staff is conversant with fire extinguishers. 
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16.0 Inspection of C&W Depot: 

 
16.1 Sri. B.J.Prasanna Kumar JE/C&W was on duty along with 8 rake checking staff (2 

Technicians, one Welder and remaining Helpers). 
 

16.2 Two rakes were offered for checking on 24.10.13, Premium rake and Black Rocket 
Rake (CC rake) on R-4 & R-3 lines at 03:50 Hrs and 07:10 Hrs. respectively. T-431 
memo was issued by SM to the TXR in-charge for rake checking. 
 
Premium rake checking started at 06:20 Hrs and completed at 09:45 Hrs and found 03 
Sick, 04 ROH Due, 01 POH Due and 01 Wagon was fit to attach in CC rakes. TXR 
given memo to SM to detach 10 wagons from the formation and attach 10 ‘fit’ wagons. 
 

16.3 CC Rake BR-91 on R-3 Line was checked and found the following deficiencies in the 
wagon; 

SL No Wagon No Remarks 

01 SE 129307 One skid is provided  

02 NCR 12130525193 Ok 

03 ER 111216 Ok 

04 NWR 12110531442 Ok 

05 WCR 12160532406 Ok 

06 SEC 12140310239 Ok 

07 ECOR 14120894494 Sick 

08 NR 87778 Ok 

09 SE 121604 Load / Empty handle not provided. 

10 SE 12070825063 Ok 

11 WCR 14160649005 Hand brake and Load / Empty handle 
not provided. 

12 CR 910039 Ok 

13 SC 75493 Load / Empty handle not provided. 

14 WR 970497 Hand brake bracket missing. 

15 SE 12070832221 Hand brake wheel not provided. 

16 SEC 14140763220 Both side Hand brake wheel not 
provided. 

17 NWR 12110648645 Load / Empty handle not provided. 

18 SC 69256 Sick 

19 SWR 12140443388 Hand brake wheel missing. 
20 CR 960488 Hand brake wheel missing. 

21 WCR 12160756321 Ok 

22 ECOR 14120812535 Hand brake wheel missing. 

23 SE 116977 Both side Hand brake wheel not 
provided. 

24 ER 57686 Hand brake pull rod missing. 

25 ECOR 12120964520 Hand brake wheel missing. 

26 SE 127673 Load / Empty handle not provided. 

27 ECOR 12120814122 Ok 

28 SE 12070842190 Load / Empty handle not provided. 

29 CR 112287 Both side Hand brake wheel not 
provided. 
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30 SE 124762 Hand brake and Load / Empty handle 
not provided. 

31 ECOR 12120656814 Sick 

32 SE 126555 Load / Empty handle not provided. 

33 SE 125415 Hand brake wheel connection broken 
and Load / Empty handle not provided. 

34 SE 123903 Ok 

35 SE 117010 Ok 

36 SE 125598 Both side Load / Empty handle not 
provided. 

37 ECOR 12120963608 Both side Hand brake wheel not 
provided. 

38 NCR 12130631900 Ok 

39 SE 123794 Sick 

40 ECOR 12120961789 Ok 

41 NE 12051 Load/Empty handle not provided. 

42 NCR 12130641015 Sick 

43 WR 87080 Load/Empty handle broken. 

44 SER 12071053243 Ok 

45 CR 106898 Load/Empty handle not provided. 

46 SC 73879 Ok 

47 ER 59898 Both side Hand brake wheel not 
provided. 

48 ECOR 12120963668 Ok 

49 NWR 12110647754 Ok 

50 SEC 12140447843 Both side Load / Empty handle and 
Hand brake wheel not provided. 

51 SWR 12150841853 Ok 

52 NR 94115 Sick 

53 SR 44424 Load/Empty handle disconnected. 

54 SR 42859 Sick 

55 NR 98590 Both side Hand brake wheel not 
provided. 

56 ECOR 12120964766 Ok 

57 NR 97875 Ok 

58 SE 165457 Ok 

59 NF 50472 One skid provided. Load/Empty handle 
missing. 

60 NR 77379 BVZ Hand brake not applied. 

 

 Hand brakes were not applied to the wagons for securing on both sides of the 
formation. 

 Road-3 Point No 45 was not set against the blocked line.                
 Train No Empty BCNHL rake was arrived at R-2 and cancelled for which securing 

was not done properly. Front side Hand brake was not applied to the wagons and in 
rear only Brake van hand brake was applied. Both side skids not provided. Engine 
was detached without proper securing of formation. 

 Pointsman Sri. G. Ramaswamy who came for detachment of Loco of Train No 
BCNHL Empty rake at Road No 2 was not possessed HS flags for shunting. 

 BPC was invalid for this rake since it came to Base Depot on 39th day against 
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35 days. 
 From the record it was found that for the month of October upto 20.01.13, a total of 

17 CC rakes received with invalid BPC; some for running above 7500 KMs 
and some for running beyond 35 Days.  BR-75, Rake which was received on 
11.10.13 had a run of 53 days which is very unsafe. 

 
Monitoring of CC rakes should be done both at Divisional level and at 
Headquarter level in  co-ordination so that rakes do not run with invalid BPCs. 
 

17.0 Engineering Observations: Several turnouts in RDM yard were checked (details are 
enclosed) and in general, the following deficiencies  are noticed:- 
 
a) Point No. 13A – Date of laying of switch is not available.  ERCs are ablonged for 

sleeper No.61, 62, 64, 66, 72, 74, 75, 77, 80, 81, 83.  The same should be attended.  
MCI insert broken for sleeper No.69 - Sleeper to be renewed. 
 

b) Point 13B- Sleeper No. 14 is wooden.  The same should be replaced.  Wear on the 
crossing is 7 mm.  The same should be made up. 

 
c) Point No.12 A – Crossing sleepers damaged.  The same should be replaced. Wear 

at crossing is 6 mm.  The same should be made up. 
 

d) Point No. 9 A and 9 B – wear at x-ing is 7 mm- to be reconditioned. Several 
sleepers MCI insert broken and ERC’s are ablonged for many sleepers- all such 
sleepers should be replaced. 
 

e) Point No. 10 B – MCI insert broken for sleeper No.36 & 40. ERCs missing at 
Sleeper No.41,42,50,53 & 56.  12 Nos. Liners are missing.  GR pad at crossing 
sleeper to be replaced. All missing fittings to be recouped and damaged sleepers to 
be renewed. 

 
f) Point No. 21B – Left hand side tongue rail should be reconditioned or the same 

should be changed to 60 Kg.  Missing liners to be recouped and crossing portion 
rubber pad to be recouped. 
 

g) Point No.23 – Missing liners to be recouped. Missing GR Pads to be provided. 
 

h) The Goods line turnouts to be replaced from 52 kg to 60 kg.   
 

i) The avoidable joints in the turn out to be welded. 
 

j) Gapless joints to be made at toe and heel of the xing for all the turnouts. 
 

k) Switch/crossing to be renewed after 200 GMT as per their life. 
 

l) In general, the condition of the crossing sleepers is not satisfactory. The same 
should be planned for renewal. 
 

m) X-over 51 A and 51 B length to be checked and corrected.  For 51B, damaged 
sleepers to be replaced.  
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n) Point No.52 B – ERC is not folding at various sleepers.  Sleeper condition to be 

checked and replaced.  GR Pads at CMS Xing and switch portion to be renewed.  
Missing liners to be recouped. 
 

o) Point No.53A – Inserts at several sleepers elongated and all such sleepers to be 
renewed. 
 

p) Point No.53B – Several sleepers damaged apart from inserts elongated.  All such 
sleepers should be replaced.  

q) SEJ on Up main line towards KZJ end – Reference pillar damaged- to be rectified. 
Further it is seen that   there is no record available showing date of laying of SEJ.  
There is a prescribed life for SEJ and it is necessary that the date of laying of SEJ is 
recorded at the site and the SEJ to be replaced as per that life. Only improved SEJ’s 
to be provided on Main line. 
 

r) Glued Joints available in the yard - no mention of the date of laying.  As there is a 
prescribed life for the Glued Joints, it is, therefore necessary to maintain the date of 
laying of the Glued Joints so as to replace them periodically. 

 
s)   Points No. 5A & 5B – 10 mm Rubber Pad to be used. It is noted that Point No. 5A 

& 5B turn out is not at all used and even turn out No.6A & 6B are very rarely used. 
The necessity for turn out 5A & 5B to be examined and if not required, the same 
can be removed during yard remodelling work. 

 
t) Up Main line rails are of 1995 vintage.  JE/RDM could not produce any corrosion 

records. However, there is no fracture reported and therefore, efforts should be 
made to improve the rail life by another 20% as rail grinding has been done in this 
section. 

 
u) It is seen that scattered rails and fish plates are available in the yard.  All such 

materials should be collected and offered for scrap. 
 

v) Deep screening to be done in the complete yard- passenger and goods yard. 
 

w) Jungle clearance to be done in the yard. 
 

x) SEJ on down line at km 273/18-20 – It is noticed that gap of the SEJ is 145 mm on 
LHS.  50 kmph caution order to be imposed and gap should be adjusted based on 
the temperature. 

 
18.0 Inspection of TRD Depot: 

 
a. Checked mock drill register. There is a gap of 2 months i.e. from 28-6-13 to 20-8-

13.  Last done on 16-9-13, signature column is blank from 13-10-12 till date.  It is 
advised to maintain the frequency of mock drill as per procedure and also advised to 
fill the blank columns in time. 
 

b. Checked critical implementation leaning of mast register. Total 34 leaning masts are 
noticed.  Out of 34, loose soil noticed at 8 locations. As per SSE, Proposed to 
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provide new masts during this year through outside agency.  Further 4 more masts 
needs replacement.  Remaining 22 masts will be attended gradually.  Critical 
implementation in main line is nil. 
 

c. Checked height gauge register.  Total 12 height gauges are available at 12 LC gates.  
It is observed from the register, at gate no.46, up line and down line and at gate 
no.49 down line gauge level is less than 4.3 m.  Permissible value not mentioned in 
the register. Advised to follow the procedure. 
 

d. Depot is having 5 ladder Trolleys.  Out of 5 ladder trolleys 1 no. defective. Welding 
is to be carried out for defective one.     
 

e. Tower car TXR check done on 26-9-13 and due date is 26-10-13. 
 

f. Two nos. of gen.sets are available. Out of two one new 1.4 Kva and other old 2.1 
Kva. New 1.4 KVA gen.set tested and found working satisfactory and old 2.1Kva 
defective. It is advised to attend the defective gen. set and keep in working order.  
 

g. One box available in the lorry which contains the following items:- 
(i)Measuring tape (ii) Stay insulators and bracket insulators 
(iii) Turfer with rope handle (iv) 4 types of comealong clamps 
(v) steel Sling  (vi) Hammer   (vii) OHE spare parts 
(viii) Steady arm   (ix) Tree cutting blade (x) Steel pulleys 
(xi) S.S. ropes   (xii) D. shakel etc. 
 

h. Mandatory materials are to be kept ready. List of items also not available. 
 

i. Four nos. of fire extinguishers are available.  Out of 4nos, 2 nos. are available in 
tower car and 2 nos. are available in depot and their due date is 13-11-13.  Shri Devi 
Prasad, Technician-I is tested for utilization of fire extinguishers.  He is conversant 
with utilization of fire extinguishers. 

                                                                     
19.0 Inspection of TSS (Traction Sub-station): 

 
a. Four nos. of fire extinguishers are available and their due date is 13-11-13.  4 nos. 

of fire buckets are available with sand. 
 

b. Shri P. Gopal Reddy, Technician-I, Certificate of competency checked. Issued on 
14-4-12 and valid up to 13-11-17. 
 

c. Two nos. of earth pits are tested of individual earth resistance and found following 
results. 

1.     E.P.No.30  - 6.5 Ω 
2.     E.P. No.21 – 7.0 Ω 

 
d. Buried rail POH due date not mentioned.  It is informed by the staff that during 

POH buried rail will be painted with red oxide paint. Matter may be clarified. 
 

e. Newly received rail jumper clamps tested by fixing to rails and found satisfactory.  
The size of cable provided between clamps may be clarified with specification. 
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20.0 Inspection of station building (Electrical installations): 

 
a. All the lights and fans are working on all the 3 platforms. Station signage boards are 

working. One high mast available at circulating area is provided with nine fittings 
and each fitting is provided with 2x400 W MH lamps.  All the lamps are working. 
In view of energy conservation during peak hours 6 fittings are kept working and 
during non-peak hours 3 fittings are kept working. 
 

b. One 75 Kg fire extinguisher available in panel room with a sl.no.185/07. Behind the 
switch panel cables are in open condition.  It is advised to fill the trench with sand 
in view of safety. 

 
21.0 

Inspection of sub-station: 

a. Sub-station is provided with 2 nos. of 500 KVA transformers. Out of two, one 
working and one standby.  11 KV supply stepped down to 415 V and fed to 1) 
station building 2) ORH 3) all service buildings  4) running room and 5) pumps.  
One DG set of 160 KVA provided to meet emergency loads in case of power 
failure.  Make of engine MWM, Greaves Cotton and year of mfg.1986. Gen.set 
tested and found working satisfactory.  Generator log book checked and found in 
order except signature column not available.  It is advised to provide one column for 
signature and concerned staff has to sign in the log book. 

 
b. Safety items like helmets, safety belts, gloves, earth discharge rods, safety chains, 

danger boards and ladders are available and they are in good condition. It is advised 
to issue helmets, belts, gloves etc to Staff as part of their personal kit, along with 
tool kit.  Safety rubber mats are provided near the panels.  First Aid box available 
but renewal date not mentioned. 

 
c. Boards like Electric Shock treatment board, Energy Conservation boards, Electrical 

safety boards and Transformer Periodical Testing charts etc. are available. 
 
d. Portable gen. set of capacity2.1 KVA 3 nos. are available in working condition. 
 
e. Earth resistance register checked and found up to date. Last test done on 16-6-13.  

New earth pits are provided in sub-station.  It is advised to remove the old earth pits 
to avoid confusion. 

 

 

No. Safety. 195/BI-MSA/5/2013/RDM                                                         

 

 

                                                                                                                     (S. P. SAHU) 

                                                                                                         CHIEF SAFETY OFFICER 

 

 




